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A Green Pasture
By David, High School Volunteer

This past summer I was blessed
with the privilege to live and work at
Bethlehem Farm, an intentional Catholic
community in West Virginia for a week.
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Evenings were relaxing. We played games
like ultimate frisbee and euchre, had fun
conversations, met people from all over
the country— Maryland, New Jersey,
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Illinois, and Michigan—and much more. It
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was inspiring to congregate with people
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of all different backgrounds and origins
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and unite in Christ with a common goal of
trying to spread His love and the Word.
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Save the Date!
December 19th, 2015
join us for our annual

C h i ca g o B ene f it
“Praised Be”

Mass 5:30pm
Festivities 7-10pm

To purchase tickets, go to:
bethlehemfarm.net/donations/
winter-benefit

More information to come!

Can you donate a handcrafted
item or unique experience?
Contact Lauren at
transform@bethlehemfarm.net
Bethlehem Farm is truly a very special
place. I felt like I was in Heaven because
we lived in a serene area, away from the
influences of the world, surrounded by
the beautiful mountains and forests...
The whole week we went out into the
community to serve God and His creation.
We were a community of people who
longed for Christ and lived in friendship
for Him. We experienced great simplicity
through not using technology, and the
two allotted showers. The Farm is truly
like Heaven in the way it is established
and its masterful commitment to the
cornerstones of prayer, community,
service, and simplicity. It is a place in
which many others and I have discovered
God in a new way. Psalm 23:2 reads: “He
makes me lie down in green pastures, he
leads me beside quiet waters.” Bethlehem
Farm is a green pasture, a place where a
person can find God, a place that allows
God to shape him or her and form his or
her life.
This article is part of our
Our Sunday Visitor catechetical series
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All Good Things
By Joe, Former Caretaker

When Bethlehem Farm was formed ten years ago, I was in
seminary with the Augustinians. If someone had asked me
at that time what I would be doing in ten years, I would have
said that I would be working doing ministry as an Augustinian
somewhere. If someone had asked me to guess what I would
be doing if I weren’t an Augustinian, living in the hills of West
Virginia, doing home repair, driving tractors and pickup trucks,
and farming would not have made the list. In fact, I am sure I
would have laughed at the idea.
As I come to the end of
my time at Bethlehem Farm
and reflect on how I came to
be here, I find my thoughts
lingering on the idea that
so often in life we have no
idea where God is leading
us. When we do follow the
call of God, though, we can
end up places that we would
not have expected to be and
that we would not have come
to ourselves. I can say with
all sincerity that this is how I
feel about being at the Farm,
A common sight on the farm:
and being here has brought
Joe hard at work chopping
firewood

richness, joy, and growth to my life in ways that I really never
would have dreamt were possible for me.
On one level there are concrete skills I have learned here
(like building a deck, installing a roof, running a chain saw,
caring for chickens) that I never even considered would be
things that I would know in my life’s course. On another level
there are more intangible things like experiencing being
part of a group that feels called by the Spirit to risk forming
something new and make it thrive, learning to broaden
my thoughts on what it means to be a part of a church
community, and feeling the beauty of knowing that one has
been able to impact the life of a homeowner or a volunteer in
a way that meant something special to them. I have so many
things I could list about the way that the Farm has enriched
my life, and I am deeply grateful for all of them.
There is one more thing that I need to mention about the
way the Farm has impacted my life over these last eight years;
it is the thing that my thoughts have come back to over and
over again as I move on from the Farm. That is, living at the
Farm has brought into my life so very many of the finest, most
wonderful people I have ever known. I feel a deep swell of joy
and gratitude in my heart when I think about all the people I
have met through the Farm who have become important parts
of my life, people who all share a particular bond formed by
being part of this place that we all call Home.

Caretaker Goodbyes and Hellos
by Lauren, Caretaker

This fall the Caretaker community said goodbye to three wonderful human beings and hello to four equally wonderful
ones. Julie and Joe Tracy-Prieboy departed from Bethlehem Farm mid-August. Marissa Minnick departed from Bethlehem Farm at
the end of August but fortunately is still present with us in the local community.
Joe served as our office manager, project coordinator, and expert wood splitter. His patience, honesty, and selfless service made
living in community and working beside him extremely enjoyable. To get a hearty belly-laugh out of Joe was rare but thoroughly
satisfying. Julie served as our community facilitator while she worked in the local community as a therapist. Her welcoming
personality warmed the Farm and made it truly feel like home. Julie and Joe have moved up to New Hampshire where I’m sure they
will enjoy the colder weather.
Marissa is now living and working at the Alderson Hospitality House just six miles down the road. During Marissa’s time at the
Farm she served as House Manager, Newsletter Editor, Store Keeper, and Cat Enthusiast. Her shameless love for California, the
beach, and burritos offered our mostly Midwest and East Coast volunteer base a fresh perspective and a glimpse of life from a
different part of the country. Marissa’s conviction and confidence combined with her approachable spirit made the Farm kitchen
into a space for meaningful and life-giving conversation with volunteers, Summer Servants and Caretakers. Her independent
thinking, laid back demeanor, and deeply loving heart will be missed on our hilltop Farm.
Throughout the summer and autumn the Caretaker community is continuing to welcome and grow. Richard Storey moved to
Bethlehem Farm in early June after working on a framing crew in Noblesville, Indiana. Mary Catherine McDonald (MC to most of
us) arrived in August from Chicago after a year of teaching English as a CapCorps volunteer. Jena Barnhill, our new House Manager,
joined us in late August from Belmont, North Carolina. Most recently, Carly Ann Braun moved to the Farm in the beginning of
September after graduating college in Madison, Wisconsin. In November, we plan to welcome Carley Knapp to the farm family as
well! It is our hope the extended Bethlehem Farm community will show them a true B-Farm “Welcome Home” throughout the next
year. The Caretaker community is excited to adventure into the future with each other!
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Our Experience with Bethlehem Farm

By Joe, Former Caretaker
Roy and Charlotte asked Bethlehem Farm to help them build a wheelchair
ramp for their home. Charlotte has multiple sclerosis and is bedridden, and
they did not have a way to easily get her from their home to their van. Their
house is about 70 feet from the road, so Kim and Joe and many groups of
volunteers and Summer Servants built a 55’ ramp with a 15’ driveway at the
end so that Charlotte could be moved down the ramp and straight into the
van whenever she needed to leave the house. We asked Roy to share some
of his thoughts on what the experience of working with Bethlehem Farm was
like for him and Charlotte. He shared the following:
“Thinking of our experience with Bethlehem Farm, I cannot help but
Roy and Charlotte’s porch before the group week
smile. The smile is from our wonderful experience with them. The biggest
blessing wasn’t
the much needed repairs, or the wonderful ramp. The ramp, by the way,
has gotten a lot of attention and many comments of how wonderful it
is, and a true blessing. But as I said the biggest blessing came from the
people who came, from the wonderful young people to the older ones in
charge. Blessing after blessing: the laughter, prayers, the bond of God’s
people that came together as friend and family. Our wish is for God’s
blessings to be with each and every person involved in this wonderful
group of people who give the most important gift of yourself, your time,
your
energy, and your prayers for someone else.
Roy and Charlotte’s new wheelchair ramp

TEN MORE YEARS!
TEN MORE YEARS!

Caretaker Lauren sings karaoke

guitars, banjos, and voices.
It was such a special weekend because
of those who made the journey back
to Bethlehem Farm. It is a joy to see
so many of us who love the farm, from
past board members to current summer
servants, all mingling and being merry
together. Stories were told, memories
were shared, and at the heart of the
occasion was everyone’s love for each
other and this 50-acre farm in the hills of
West Virginia.

different talents and skills were essential
in winning the variety of events.
Saturday evening was community
dinner where we shared a meal with
our local Farm friends. Catholics love
tradition, so it only seemed natural
that “Review of the Day” would be
incorporated into the weekend in
one shape or form. The last event of
the Bethlehem Farm Decathlon was
reviewing your day with your established
decathlon group and sharing it in front
of the whole celebration; there was no
shortage of belly laughs that could be
heard all throughout the dining area. As
the sky grew dark, the bonfire was lit,
and people began to gather with their

10th anniversary reunion

By Lauren, Caretaker

Friends from near and far came
to celebrate the 10th anniversary
of Bethlehem Farm over Labor Day
weekend. It was not hard to find people
to celebrate Bethlehem Farm and how
it has over grown the years. As people
began arriving Friday evening, it became
clear to me how influential each person
present was on the place I currently
call home. There are many highlights
from the 10th anniversary weekend but
nothing trumps 60 adults exercising their
competitive spirit in the Bethlehem Farm
Decathlon! Attendees formed groups,
created strategies and it was obvious
the prize of pride was on the line. A
few of the Bethlehem Farm Decathlon
events were: running up the driveway,
slicing bread, tossing hay bales, splitting
wood, a kitchen scavenger hunt, singing
karaoke, and forming the best “review of
the day.”
The decathlon was entertaining, as
well as fun to participate in, since many
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Mission
Statement:
Bethlehem Farm is a
Catholic community
in Appalachia that
transforms lives through
service with the local
community and the
teaching of sustainable
practices.
We invite volunteers
to join us in living the
Gospel cornerstones
of community, prayer,
service and simplicity.

Caretaker
Community:

Mary Catherine McDonald
Colleen Fitts
Eric Fitts
Tim Peregoy
Katherine Peregoy
Jena Barnhill
Carly Ann Braun
Kim Bremer
Lauren Schoendorf
Richard Storey

Board
Members:
Scott McNelis
Kathryn Silberman
Caitlin Morneau
Jake Teitgen
Frederick Pratt
Fr. Arthur Bufogle
Sharyl Pels
John Hannagan
Eric Fitts
Brian Suehs-Vassel
Printed on 100% postconsumer recycled paper

By our friends at
PostNet in Lewisburg, WV

Special Thanks
Our Sunday Visitor Institute
Raskob Foundation for Catholic Activities
Scott & JoAnn Haner
Bob & Pauline Hanich
CommunityWorks in WV, Inc.
Helen Brach Foundation
Catholic Youth Foundation
Dominican Sisters: Sacred Heart Convent
Blanche M Walsh, Charity Trust
Adam & Lucy Fischer
Sisters of St. Joseph of Wheeling, WV
Tom & Pat Ruggaber
Mike & Mary Jo Schoendorf
Wheaton Franciscan Sisters
The Estate of John & Ann Churley
Carrie & Andrew Archual
Michael Newman

Welcome!

To Incoming Boardmembers

Sharyl Pels & John Hannagan:
see their bios on our website!

to our exceptional donors

Adam Goudreau
Oscar & Patrice Valenzuela
Kera & Scott McNelis
John & Chris Marasi
Our Lady of Grace Church
Ursuline Academy
Anthony Ferrari
Mark and Colleen Prieboy
Catherine Leser
Tim Duffy
Bike & Build Inc.
Anne Barnes and Joe Hofmann
Maria Teresa Meyer
Diane and Tom Murray
Jake & Alicen Teitgen
Marc Slain

Farewell!

To Outgoing Boardmembers

Jana Strom, 9 years of service
Adam Fischer, 3 years of service

Gratitude and Hope
By Eric Fitts, Director

As we approach the end of our 10th anniversary year, I am surrounded by feelings of both
gratitude and hope.
As I have had the opportunity to look back at all the work we have done together as partners
in the Gospel, I am awash in gratitude for the richness of relationships, for the goals we have
accomplished, and for the sacrifices each one has made. Whether you are among the 170
individuals, parishes, religious orders, and foundations who have donated at least $1,000 since
Bethlehem Farm’s inception, or among the 1,653 of us who have given something, I feel a deep
gratitude for you as companions on the journey. Whether you have lived here as a Caretaker
for years, as a Summer Servant for weeks, as a Participant for days, or come on community
nights as a neighbor, this same gratitude washes over me. Thank you.
The 10th anniversary year has also given me hope. We have another great community of
Caretakers forming. We have children growing and contributing in new ways before our eyes.
The reunion weekend reminded me of the capacity of this community for love, creativity,
playfulness, and faith. At the board meeting prior to that weekend, the board voted to move
forward with the next phase of solar panels to cover another 1/3 of our electricity demand
with renewable energy. We already have $5,500 from the 10th anniversary appeal set aside
for the $15,500 solar panel system and are seeking sponsors for the remaining $10,000. My
hope is that you will join us in securing a resilient, renewable energy future for Bethlehem
Farm by sending a donation online or in the enclosed envelope.

Check us out online!
www.bethlehemfarm.net

Questions or Comments regarding this publication and/or article submissions can
be sent to the editor, Carly Ann, at caretakers@bethlehemfarm.net. Photos welcome!

